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About TMD
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ransMedia Dynamics is a highly focused
and dynamic organisation specialising
in the development and delivery of
products, solutions and associated services
to the global media, broadcast, collections
management, government and archive
industries for over 20 years.
In today’s media-driven world, the need has
never been greater for effective management
of media content throughout every stage of
its life cycle, from creation to consumption,
through delivery and archive, while ensuring
efficient re-purpose and reuse at every
opportunity.
Designing a business and operational
management system to meet exacting
and ever-changing needs of today’s media
business requires an organisation with indepth operational and business knowledge of
these industries, extensive technical expertise
in both the IT and media environments,
commitment to customer service - and clarity
of vision.
TMD was founded in 1998 with the
specific goal of providing the global media
marketplace with a media asset, workflow
and resource management system, capable
of driving businesses forward. The platform

would effectively manage the existing legacy
of linear based physical media, such as film
and tape, as well as the plethora of modern
digital formats, both born digital and digital
reformatted, required by both traditional
linear and new non-linear media operations,
and equally importantly provide a smooth
and manageable transition between them.
The result is Mediaflex-UMS (Unified Media
Services), a scalable, cloud-native media
service platform that can be deployed on
premise in the cloud, or as a hybrid.

Typical users of the Mediaflex-UMS
platform and applications are:
• Rich media content owners, distributors
and publishers
• Government departments
• Television broadcast groups
• Cultural archive organisations
• Corporate and educational media
departments
• Galleries, libraries, archives and museums

Our key differentiators include:
• Over 20 years of experience and in-depth
industry knowledge

Providing the
global media
marketplace
with a media
asset, workflow
and resource
management
system
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• Able to track both physical and digital
content in one system
• Scalable, agile platform with a serviceorientated architecture
• Workflow designer that lets you create
and modify workflows in-house with no
scripting knowledge needed
• Extensive list of integration partners
• Proven implementation in small and large
organisations
• Specialists in national archives,
parliamentary, media and broadcast
systems
• Long-standing customer relationships

Mediaflex®-UMS Overview
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Solutions can be deployed on premise, in
the cloud, or as a hybrid configuration and
scale for either (stand-alone) work groups or
integrated enterprise solutions.
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The flexible range of modules can be
configured for a highly efficient, cost-effective
departmental solution, or be configured
as part of a Mediaflex-UMS platform for a
complete, scalable, end-to-end enterprise
solution. All modules share a common user
interface and metadata schema.

The platform incorporates comprehensive
business and media-aware workflow
orchestration. The powerful workflow
designer allows workflows to be easily
created, cloned and edited in-house at
any time, without recourse to expensive
programmers or TMD’s professional services.
There are no restrictions on the number
or complexity of workflows and no need to
restart the system to implement workflow
changes.

flow

Mediaflex-UMS supports the management
of both physical media (i.e. film and tape),
and digital content. It enables organisations
to manage the digital supply chain of their
media content, including acquisition, creation,
digitisation, re-purposing, preservation,
enrichment, delivery, publishing and
archiving, through TMD’s own UMS modules
and from its extensive list of leading
integration partners.

Modules provide specific workflow
functionality through configurable tasks
that are used within the workflow designer
to build workflows, enabling users to easily
search for, browse, use, re-purpose and
catalogue media content in multiple formats.

work

TMD’s core solutions are based on the
Mediaflex-UMS (Unified Media Services)
platform, which provides a cloud-native,
service orientated architecture delivering
media aware, software-defined workflows.
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Mediaflex-UMS Overview
On-premise, in the Cloud, or as a Hybrid
Configuration. Scalable for stand-alone work
groups or integrated enterprise solutions.

Mediaflex®-UMS Architecture

At TMD we recognise that not all businesses
are the same, so we designed MediaflexUMS to provide a highly flexible, scalable,
services orientated architecture that, by using
software-defined workflows, is able to meet
the unique demands of an individual mediacentric business.
The Mediaflex-UMS platform comprises
Conductor, the collective name for the core
platform components based on an AMQP
(Advanced Message Queuing Protocol)

compliant messaging bus, to which can be
added a wide range of platform services, such
as transcoding, file move, auto QC, publish,
etc. The functionality required by individual
business units and operational areas is
provided by one or more of TMD’s media
applications. Each application enables a range
of tasks, which are the building blocks of the
platform’s software-defined workflows. Tasks
control the services licensed to the platform
to deliver the required functionality.

Mediaflex-UMS - Conductor at the Core
Metaserver provides

the flexible and
extensible metadata
repository that holds
the information
and the links to the
content.

Resources provides
the message bus, micro
services and underlying
environment, control
of 3rd party devices,
integration of storage
platforms, system
admin and logging,
as well as user roles
and responsibility
management.
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Analytics provides

CONTENT

ANALYTICS

the audit trail and
history tracking with
real time analytics
with the flexible report
designer.

Workflow
Orchestrator

RESOURCES

WORKFLOW

provides the Business
Process Management
(BPM) engine.

Workflow
Composer provides

the intuitive drag and
drop business process
designer to create
the software defined
workflows.

Paragon for Archives

Paragon for archives is a cost effective
solution for the protection and preservation
of media content. The platform itself
has a hierarchical management storage
structure that can be scaled from single
user systems or small work groups to large
national archives with petabytes of storage.
This open architecture, media-aware
storage management system optimises the
management of LTFS compliant LTO robotic
libraries, MAID3 and cloud storage systems as
archive repositories (Amazon-S3, Azure, etc.).
Paragon creates a fully managed digital
content library that is device independent,
future proof and secure, while enabling easy
access and content re-purposing across the
organisation.

• Manual and automated workflows for
archives, restores and deletes
• Integrated proxy viewer lets you browse,
select clips and partial restore for remote
files (subject to media format)
• Reporting on archived content usage
• Comprehensive audit trail of all archives
and restores
• Configuration options for content groups
and categories
• Prioritisation of archive and restore tasks
• Intelligent content queue management
• Tape integrity verification and checksums

Paragon features include:

• Simple watchfolder/XML ticket interface or
full RESTful API

• Intuitive web based search and restore
user interface

• Support for tape externalisation and
management of physical tapes

MEDIA
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• Unlimited storage; no per-slot licence

ARCHIVE

PARAGON
Archive
Manager

RESTORE

MEDIA

Partners and Integrators
TMD continues to stay at the forefront of the technological development with cloud-native,
software defined workflow solutions that are cost-effective, agile, scalable and integrate with an
extensive array of third-party services, to give you the best solution on the market.

FFprobe

S3 Compliant
Object Storage

Various
Manufacturers
CIFS moves, FTP,
SFTP, FXP

SOX
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Various
Manufacturers
VTR’s using Sony
9 pin protocol

Global Presence

TMD works with some of the most prestigious
media, broadcast, and archive organisations
throughout the world. Our proven
implementations can be found in large and
small broadcasters, libraries and universities,
government agencies, production houses, and
archives.
Our clients use Mediaflex-UMS to successfully
underpin changes in working practices,
release savings and improve efficiencies

across their operations. In doing so, they have
made their organisations more responsive
and able to launch additional services with
significantly shorter lead times and at a lower
cost.
TMD is headquartered near London in the
UK, with offices in Austin, Texas, Canberra in
Australia, and Kuala Lumpur in Malaysia.

TMD
HQ London,
UK

TMD
Kyle, Texas,
USA
TMD
Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia

To find out how you could improve efficiencies in your content
supply chain, contact TMD today.

enquiries@tmd.tv
www.tmd.tv
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TMD
Canberra,
Australia

@tmd
transmedia-dynamics
TMDTV1
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